Father
Keer Ahmed Mahdi
Vehicle Passenger
Ahmed Abd Al Mohsan
Vehicle Passenger
Ali Dqoud Salman
At approximately 2240 while traveling south on RTE, a vehicle attempted to pass our convoy. We blocked off the road in a stop TAP and began a search of the vehicle. Within 2-5 minutes I heard one shot followed by three others. I saw one white VWR Passat stopped against the fence along the road. I assessed what happened and called Dangle with report of shots fired. There were currently one VN wounded and receiving medical treatment. The Medic, CPL [redacted] assessed the wounded and after tending him and had him stable and breathing, we then loaded the LP into the CSS and were transporting him back to [redacted] when the LP stopped us and to the CSS to a nearby clinic. An individual approached and identified himself as the LP's father and left for the clinic.
Photos were taken of the car and individuals and four
.50 caliber were retrieved from the site. The time
we broke to come back to was approximately 2340 hrs.

Nothing follows.

Affidavit

I, [Name], have read or have had read to me this statement
which begins on page 1 and ends on page 2. I fully understand the contents of the entire statement made
by me. The statement is true. I have initialed all corrections and have initialed the bottom of each page
containing the statement. I have made this statement freely without hope of benefit or reward, without
threat of punishment, and without coercion, unlawful influence or unlawful inducement.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, the 13th day of April, 2005

(Signature of Person Administering Oath)

(Witness Name or Print)

(Signature of Person Administering Oath)

1LT. [Name]

(Witness Name or Print)
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SWORN STATEMENT

For use of this form, see AR 180-68. The presenting agency is PMG.

PRIVATE FACT STATEMENT

AUTHORITY: This DA Form may be used only as directed by the present agency.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To provide accurate and complete information of the facts by the person who has knowledge of the facts.

ROUTING/ACCESS DISCLOSURE: Disclosure of this information is restricted to authorized personnel only.

LOCATION: N/A

DATE/APPRAISED: N/A

TIME: N/A

FILE NUMBER: N/A

MRN: N/A

GRADE/STATUS: N/A

ORGANIZATION/UNIT: N/A

C TRP V AGR

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

Q. What is your duty position and what vehicle were you on?
   A. I was the TRP patrol and was the only TRP on the TRP on patrol the night of the incident in N/A.

Q. Does the TRP or CO have an SOP for SNAP TRPs?
   A. Yes, it is a written SOP that came down from the CG in a memo, the set out guidelines for TRP and standard SOP.

Q. Have you ever been out with the TRP before while on patrol?
   A. No, I was filling in for the TRP while he was meeting
      with someone from SQA.

Q. when did you find out you were to be the patrol leader?
   A. Approx 10 days before the incident. I think I was in the CP
      the night before when CO informed me of the switch.

Q. What restraints did the patrol place?
   A. We did a talk through of what was going to happen for the patrol
      and vehicle placement.

Q. Did you have an interpreter?
   A. No.

10. EXHIBITS

11. INFORMER PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING: STATEMENT DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BE SIGNED AND DATED.

DA FORM 2928, 2929-1999

DA FORM 2928, FEB 72, 1999
Q. At what point in the SOP do you start injecting your TCP
sz per sz?  
A. After 5 min soaks, cones, and signs are to be placed out 
in order to improve standoff and distance.

Q. Is there anything that you would have done different?  
A. I would have been more close call in taking the L11 to Comp
**SWORN STATEMENT**

For use of this form, see AR 190-20, the proponent agency is OGC/OPS

---

**PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:** To provide comprehensive and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

**STATEMENT:**

**LOCATION:**

**DATE:**

**TIME:**

---

**LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME:**

**SSN:**

**OCCUPATION/GRADUATION:**

---

On or about 2340, 17 April 2004, my platoon was conducting a patrol in sector along RTE [redacted] traveling south towards RTE [redacted] and was passed by a speeding vehicle on the right. I called [redacted] and to stop and contain the vehicle, to conduct a search. At approximately 2345, while conducting a search of the vehicle, I was about to effect improvement of the TTPs (techniques, procedures) when I heard a shot and followed by three more shots approximately 1-2 seconds later. I turned to see if we were receiving fire and saw a white vehicle stopped at the side of the road, approximately 15 meters from the trail vehicle. Two mounted soldiers surrounded the vehicle and recovered the two passengers. The driver and one passenger were later recovered. The medic, [redacted], immediately evaluated the casualty and removed him. At approximately 0255, the casualty was stabilized on a stretcher and placed in C-30 with the intent on evacuating him to the hospital. The two injured soldiers were transported to the hospital, while waiting in the [redacted] for the casualty to be transported to the hospital. Before leaving the scene, numerous photos of the vehicle were taken and the press (media) were blocked from the area.

**EXHIBIT:**

---

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF... TAKEN AT... DATED..."

---

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72, OBS OBLIGATE